
My Joseph Smith Story 


of receiving the new name for the Political Kingdom of God   
a work foreseen for a latter day figure named David. 

with 2023 updates on the progress of this work.  

1.0 Early in my life near the time of my mission to Washington DC 
(76-78) I was told by a Sister who was giving a LDS lecture on the 
last days, that before the talk - she said -the spirit came to her and 
told her that a man- whose name was like the House of David, 
would start a movement in the future to bring people back to the 
simple ways of life in preparation for the second coming. She said 
this “David” would start this movement at a time in the future when 
traveling from one state to another. 


2.0 I had never gone to talks outside of church meetings or 
Institute classes on these subjects, but I remembered I was drawn 
to go to this evening lecture at a Church building after reading a 
book on the last days. 


3.0 As I sat there in the back of the large Church classroom -much 
like a relief society room, I thought — my name means Small 
House of David in Italian, maybe that is me. …but I left the room 
immediately after the talk - as I was quite sure something so 
significant would NOT come to someone so insignificant.


4.0 In 2010, I decided to travel from Utah to California on a family 
history vacation. While staying at an International Hostel on the 
coast,  I felt the presence of Joseph Smith, his wife Emma and 
many many others of Chinese ancestry - I was told to ask the 
name of two organizations and when I did, I was given two new 
names with clarity. 


5.0 I learned the first new name was for the Kingdom of God the 
Savior  said was within mankind, or the anatomy of our temples or 
divine nature within us. This was represented by the multitudes of 
Chinese I felt. 




6.0 The second new name Habitat for Health, was for the Political 
Kingdom of God, a work foreseen to come to a David figure, a 
work to come out of the Church and a work to come out of his 
lineage. I wondered if that was Josephs line or Davids line or both 
and I will share what I learned about this. 


7.0 This second new name Habitat for Health, would be started by 
endowed women in the Church, giving birth we may say to the 
political Kingdom of God. When receiving this new name, I felt it 
would be like a relief society, start in the home, and would in time 
feed entire nations as I was told earlier in the year 2000. 


8.0 Joseph foresaw a latter day work that would be out of the box 
as one Isaiah scholar says, this latter day servant would 


1. Be the Lords servant, a King David or  in modern language a 
community leader in government a community leader who would 
bring a new model form of leadership. This David figure would 
bring a work that would come out of the Church (temple ceremony) 
but lead in the community.  I was literally in the endowment room in 
the summer of 2010, when I was given the key financial pieces of 
this work, and shown in doing the business plan how it will tip the 
consciousness of American to a new way of life, or Zion 
communities. 


2.This David figure would bringing a work to those of the Covenant, 
and it would be a work that those who opened their eyes that they 
may see and that what they received would bring them to rise to a 
level of becoming Kings and Queens or community leaders in their 
local neighborhoods. 


9.0 This is about those who are endowed members who I have 
been directed are to lead in their homes and communities in 
creating Zion Communities needed in our day —- so when the 
days of destruction come and when as the scriptures say, many 
will “flee” or need to quickly go to to “Zion”, that those Zion 
communities will exist for them to flee to. 


10.0 I was shown over this last year and before on several 
occasions in very symbolic dreams that those who lead in this 



effort, will have renewed bodies that will be healthy and in good 
shape. 


11.0 In addition, In 2023, I received a dark dream of many 
destructions of all kinds coming to the earth. They were related to 
wars from the north coming to the American, they were 
environmental, political, and in families.


12.0 Likewise, my wife more recently received a dream we have 
discussed in detail regarding the collapse of a building. It was a 
bank, and the walls fell or were folding down, and a new economy 
was rolling out, like green grass across the land. The  people were 
wearing farmer clothes and the communities were filled with people 
and animals experiencing  joy and happiness,


13.0 When finishing graduate work in December of 1999 at BYU in 
the Department of Educational Leadership and Foundations, I was 
a teacher, principal, CEO, and janitor for a small lab school we had 
built, funded by trust funds we received from the Smith family, 
relatives of Joseph Smiths grandfather Asael. The school was 
called the Alta Vista Education Center.


14.0 I  normally would not have done graduate work, but I was 
directed by the spirit to do graduate work at BYU in early stages of 
this work unfolding, and my wife felt strong- that trust funds from 
the Smith family needed to pay for it.


15.0 I had no idea while at BYU where this work was going but i felt 
a deep sense of needing to finish. I finished a Masters Degree in 
1999 in Educational Leadership and Foundations. When I finished 
graduate work, I was operating this Parent and Youth K-12 
educational leadership center in the Provo/Orem area called the 
Alta Vista Education Center.


16.0 I prayed for direction on the curriculum taught in this center. 
Many LDS private schools were developing at this time in the late 
90’s claiming an LDS curriculum. I studied everything I could at 
BYU on the Church and Education and from what I learned, there 
was not any LDS curriculum every made for schools, and the 



Josephs vision for Zion food producing communities were to have 
temples and homes as the central places of teaching. 


17.0 I was given a quiet answer to prayer at that time in 1999 and it 
was not expected. I was told I would develop a curriculum for 
Mothers taught with the hand that would help them prepare their 
children for the temple. I learned this referred to the temple within 
each of us and happened to make sense of many other things in 
the temple. 


18.0 You can learn about the 17 points on the hand and the names 
for these that tell the story of this work. They have key points like 
the center of the palm were everything has an opposite, key points 
on the thumb related with key works as peace, joy and trust first 
developing when children are first born and how this relates to the 
Church of the First Born and the wrist where parents use authority 
with heavenly directed love. 


19.0 There are three key points on the seventh finger or right hand 
- telling of the three words Simple Living Centers centers of our 
spiritual emotional anatomy and how they related to the Kingdom 
of God within each of use and the seven points of the two great 
commandments. 


20.0 In addition, how Habitat for Health will rise up (being the 
tallest middle finger) and become an international organization or 
the political kingdom of God throughout the earth, providing basic 
needs - feeding countries as we learn in Ezekiel 34,  as the 
systems of the world fall apart. This session of teaching with the 
hand will be reviewed in the first of eight weekly sessions for 
learning about his website and ties the concept of the work of 
Elijah to our health, our healing and how we can find our unique 
work on the earth. 


21.0 Following this story or curriculum with the hand, there is 
another version of this website I was directed to develop for those 
endowed mothers in China. 




22.0 A sister who was needing a home for 6 months was directed 
to our family by my daughter. We invite he to stay and she was a 
master herbalist who happen to help me care for my father who 
had been under our full time care and was bed ridden. That is 
another story of the miracles of God, but for this story, she received 
a dream of a Chinese woman knocking on a door with her hand 
missing key fingers.  


Just after that, I recently received the following visit from a sister 
dressed in her temple clothes. A sister I had worked with in the 
Bishopric while she was an out of the box -  relief society president 
in Hayward California.


I say out of the box as her calling was rather unique. I was the 
executive secretary and was in a meeting with the Bishopric one 
day and this sisters name was recommended as the new RS 
president. As the bishop shared his feelings the spirit came over 
the entire group. 


The problem was she had just moved two stakes away to the 
Fremont stake, a stake about a 20 minute drive away. They had 
just fled from the Philipines and were in the USA on political 
asylum.  They had little money. We ended up getting approval from 
the Fremont stake president for her to serve as Relief societ 
president, and her husband got hired to help me for a year as a 
field engineer. 


She had a wonderful family and her two boys served missions for 
the Church. Her husband worked for me when i was running the 
facility operations of a local college. This sister passed away in the 
later 90’s and this is on the website of her visit to me. 


In about 2020, a Sister (Rachel Aliling) from the Philipines came to 
me.  I had worked with her while in a bishopric in Hayward 
California when she was Relief Society President in about 1986. 
She had a PHD in nutrition and had dedicated much of her life to 
improviing health. It appears her work continues in the afterlife. She 
came to me from the spirit world (as she passed away in abt 1997) 
and was dressed in her temple clothes and entered my room with a 
message. The message was to teach this message of health and 



community to those in China without using any reference to God or 
Church. That work is being developed on another website called 
soulmap.life. Feedback to improve and translate that site would be 
appreciated. 


 As I see struggles going on with youth in China and around that 
world - my heart goes out to them, and I feel such an urgency to 
have this work translated that perhaps it may bless them now. 


I was given a dream, that three leaders of Chinese background, 
leading a small group of perhaps 20 other Chinese followers all  
running into walls - looking for a way to get out of a boxed in home 
area where they were like animals running to get out of the home, 
the windows to tall to get out of. 


 In the dream, I simply opened a door that led to a bright light, and 
the three leaders with their groups following quickly went out the 
door to the light.  


For the first session, click below. 


Sincerely, 


David Cassani



